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Since Kuhlmann and Nivre (2006), we know that Dependency parsing
must strike a balance

between expressivity and complexity

Projectivity, single-headedness, planarity, multi-planarity,

well-nestedness, gap degree, edge degree.
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head dependent

dependent head

I read the book

adamin okudugu kitap

Tesnière (1959); Mel’čuk (1988)
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Dependency grammars are sensitive to structure:

adamin okudugu kitap

adam kitabi okudu
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They are also sensitive to surface structure:

adamin okudugu kitap__

**

**

Dependencies are between words and observable items (end of sentence
etc.)
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A closer look at dependencies might reveal some crossings:

adamin okudugu kitap

These are within words, hence not so critical to parsing.

(see Eryiğit, Nivre and Oflazer 2008 for Turkish dependency parsing)
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Dutch can cross many dependencies across words and phrases:

Omdat Ik Henk Peter zag helpen zwimmen

‘because I saw Henk help Peter swim ...’

This example violates projectivity. Same for Swiss-German (Shieber,
1985)
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Projectivity restored if we could assume the following:

Omdat Ik Henk Peter zag helpen zwimmen

‘because I saw Henk help Peter swim ...’

??????

?: doubts for empirical base.
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These are lexically mediated by Dutch verbs.

Turkish verbs do not cross lexically, but they can cross at surface structure:
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Benim senin okudugunu sandigim kitap

Benim kitabi okudugunu sandigim adam

Benim senin adamin sandiginiokudugunu bildigim kitap



Single-headedness: every node has at most one head.

OK so far even when projectivity is not:

Omdat Ik Henk Peter zag helpen zwimmen

‘because I saw Henk help Peter swim ...’
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Not always satisfied in surface structure: Baldridge (2002)

He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for.He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for.

He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for. ??

He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for.

He    is the man    I will persuade   every      friend of   to vote for.
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Some choice of heads across languages:
MaltParser 111

Table 2. Annotation style (choice of head). VG = Verb group (Aux = Auxiliary

verb, MV = Main verb); AP = Adpositional phrase (Ad = Adposition, N = Nominal

head); NP = Noun phrase (Det = Determiner, N = Noun); SC = Subordinate clause

(Comp = Complementizer, V = Verb); Coord = Coordination (CC = Coordinating

conjunction, Conj1 = First conjunct, Conjn = Last conjunct); NA = Not applicable

Language VG AP NP SC Coord

Bulgarian MV Ad N Comp Conj1
Chinese Aux Ad N Comp Conj1/Conjn
Czech MV Ad N V CC
Danish Aux Ad Det Comp Conj1
Dutch Aux Ad N Comp CC
English Aux Ad N Comp Conj1/Conjn
German Aux Ad N V Conj1
Italian MV Ad Det Comp Conj1
Swedish Aux Ad N Comp Conj1
Turkish NA (Ad) N NA Conjn

especially with respect to verb groups and coordination.10 It is worth noting that for

Turkish, which is a richly inflected, agglutinative language, some of the distinctions

are not applicable, since the relevant construction is encoded morphologically rather

than syntactically.11 It is also important to remember that, for the treebanks that are

not originally annotated with dependency structures, the analysis adopted here only

represents one conversion out of several possible alternatives. More information

about the conversions are given for each language below.

All the experiments reported in this article have been performed with the parsing

algorithm described in Nivre (2003; 2004; 2006) and with memory-based learning

and classification as implemented in the TiMBL software package by Daelemans

and Van den Bosch (2005). A variety of feature models have been tested, but we

only report results for the optimal model for each language, which is characterized

in relation to the standard model defined in section 3.2. Standard settings for the

TiMBL learner include k = 5 (number of nearest distances), MVDM metric down

to a threshold of l = 3, and distance weighted class voting with Inverse Distance

weights (ID).

Final evaluation has been performed using either k-fold cross-validation or a

held-out test set, as shown in the last column in table 1. Evaluation on held-out data

has in turn been preceded by a tuning phase using either k-fold cross-validation

or a development test set, as described for each language below. The diversity in

evaluation methods is partly a result of practical circumstances and partly motivated

by the concern to make results comparable to previously published results for a

10 The notation Conj1/Conjn under Coord for Chinese and English signifies that coordination
is analyzed as a head-initial or head-final construction depending on whether the underlying
phrase type is head-initial (e.g., verb phrases) or head-final (e.g., noun phrases).

11 Whereas postpositions generally appear as su!xes on nouns, there are marginal cases
where they occur as separate words and are then treated as heads. Hence, the brackets
around Ad in the AP column for Turkish.

Nivre et al. (2007)
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The problem does not appear to be construction-specific: (Steedman, p.c.)

What book did you lend without reading  and send without      understanding to Harry?

The  articles   I have filed  without    reading

What book did you lend without reading  and send without understanding to Harry?
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It is not language-specific either:

Ben                        kitabi                     Ahmet’e                  okumadan                    verdim.
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Kuhlmann and Nivre (2006): well-nestedness and some n-discontinuity
provide a good fit with linguistic data.

Hockenmaier and Steedman (2007) seem to suggest otherwise.

Lots of dependencies in Penn Treebank are unbounded and not projective.

Dutch and Swiss-German cannot be well-nested or n-planar.
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A DG is m-planar if it can be split into m planar graphs.

A DG is well-nested if no disjoint trees interleave.

ji1 2 3 5 64

(a) gd D 0, ed D 0, wnC

ji1 2 3 5 64

(b) gd D 1, ed D 1, wnC

ji1 2 3 5 64

(c) gd D 2, ed D 1, wn!

Figure 3: Gap degree, edge degree, and well-nestedness

3.3 Edge degree
The notion of edge degree was introduced by Nivre
(2006) in order to allow mildly non-projective struc-
tures while maintaining good parsing efficiency in
data-driven dependency parsing.2

Define the span of an edge .i; j / as the interval

S..i; j // WD Œmin.i; j /; max.i; j /! :

Definition 9 Let G D .V I E/ be a dependency
forest, let e D .i; j / be an edge in E, and let Ge

be the subgraph of G that is induced by the nodes
contained in the span of e.

" The degree of an edge e 2 E, ed.e/, is the
number of connected components c in Ge

such that the root of c is not dominated by
the head of e.

" The edge degree of G, ed.G/, is the maximum
among the degrees of the edges in G.

To illustrate the notion of edge degree, we return
to Figure 3. Graph 3a has edge degree 0: the only
edge that spans more nodes than its head and its de-
pendent is .1; 5/, but the root of the connected com-
ponent f2; 3; 4g is dominated by 1. Both Graph 3b
and 3c have edge degree 1: the edge .3; 6/ in
Graph 3b and the edges .2; 4/, .3; 5/ and .4; 6/ in
Graph 3c each span a single connected component
that is not dominated by the respective head.

3.4 Related work
Apart from proposals for structural constraints re-
laxing projectivity, there are dependency frame-
works that in principle allow unrestricted graphs,
but provide mechanisms to control the actually per-
mitted forms of non-projectivity in the grammar.

The non-projective dependency grammar of Ka-
hane et al. (1998) is based on an operation on de-
pendency trees called lifting: a ‘lift’ of a tree T is
the new tree that is obtained when one replaces one

2We use the term edge degree instead of the original simple
term degree from Nivre (2006) to mark the distinction from
the notion of gap degree.

or more edges .i; k/ in T by edges .j ; k/, where
j !! i . The exact conditions under which a cer-
tain lifting may take place are specified in the rules
of the grammar. A dependency tree is acceptable,
if it can be lifted to form a projective graph.3

A similar design is pursued in Topological De-
pendency Grammar (Duchier and Debusmann,
2001), where a dependency analysis consists of
two, mutually constraining graphs: the ID graph
represents information about immediate domi-
nance, the LP graph models the topological struc-
ture of a sentence. As a principle of the grammar,
the LP graph is required to be a lift of the ID graph;
this lifting can be constrained in the lexicon.

3.5 Discussion
The structural conditions we have presented here
naturally fall into two groups: multiplanarity, gap
degree and edge degree are parametric constraints
with an infinite scale of possible values; planarity
and well-nestedness come as binary constraints.
We discuss these two groups in turn.

Parametric constraints With respect to the
graded constraints, we find that multiplanarity is
different from both gap degree and edge degree
in that it involves a notion of optimization: since
every dependency graph is m-planar for some suf-
ficiently large m (put each edge onto a separate
plane), the interesting question in the context of
multiplanarity is about the minimal values for m

that occur in real-world data. But then, one not
only needs to show that a dependency graph can be
decomposed into m planar graphs, but also that this
decomposition is the one with the smallest number
of planes among all possible decompositions. Up
to now, no tractable algorithm to find the minimal
decomposition has been given, so it is not clear how
to evaluate the significance of the concept as such.
The evaluation presented by Yli-Jyrä (2003) makes
use of additional constraints that are sufficient to
make the decomposition unique.

3We remark that, without restrictions on the lifting, every
non-projective tree has a projective lift.

510

Kuhlmann and Nivre (2006)
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Why these assumptions?

They make dependencies efficiently parsable.
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Cognitive science of language

Kuhlmann and Nivre (2006): well-nestedness and some n-discontinuity
provide a good fit with linguistic data.

Fitting the data seems to depend on our semantic radar.

How much semantics do we expect to get out from parsing?

How can competence grammars of adults and 10-year-olds keep up with
intricate dependencies?

If parsing is a reflex, what kind of all-around computation can deliver this
performance?
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We need an explanatory theory of

grammars,

parsing,

dependency,

constituency.
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Combinatory Categorial Grammar

Steedman (2000)

Dependency is a relation of predicate-argument structure.

Constituency is a relation of syntactic structure.

All of these can be mediated lexically by combinatory types.

Parsing this way is Linear-indexed (a proper subset of polynomially parsable
languages—MCSL; Joshi 1985)
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Mildly context−sensitive languages

RL

CFL

CSL

REL

Chomsky hierarchy Chomsky−Joshi−Aho−Gazdar hierarchy

Linear languages

Linear−indexed languages 21



Constituency

Examples from Bozsahin (2011a)

I (begin (to (try (to (avoid (reading Kafka before sleep.))))))

(I wonder) (who Kafka might have liked) (and what Wittgenstein might have
written.)
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(((((((((I begin) to) try) to) avoid) reading) Kafka) before) sleep.)

(I begin to try to avoid), (and you should refrain from), (reading Kafka before
sleep.)
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Gelin-e ben-im uyu-duğ-um-u, damad-a Ahmet’in çalış-tığ-ı-nı söyle-miş.

Bride-DAT I-AGR.1s sleep-COMP-1s-ACC groom-DAT A-AGR.3s work-COMP-3s-ACC tell-PERF

lit. ‘S/he told the bride that I am sleeping and the groom that Ahmet is working.’

See Bozsahin (2002); Çakıcı (2008); Steedman (2010); Bozsahin (2011b)
for CCG parsing of Turkish
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[Ev-de-ki-nin-ki adam-a], [salon-da-ki çocuğ-a] sarıl-mış.

house-LOC-ki-GEN-ki man-DAT room-LOC-ki child-DAT hug-PERF

lit. ‘The one in the house’s one hugged the man, and the one in the room the child.’
e.g. ‘The friend/acquaintance of the one in the house hugged the man, and the one in the

room the child.’
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Dependency in constituents

A function depends on its arguments. (dependency)
Juxtaposition xy means ‘x depends on y’.

Kafka liked Milena.

like′ milena′
kafka′

like′milena′kafka′
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How dependency and constituency are put together: Syntactic type

likes := (Sfin,3s \NP3s)/NP : λxλy.like′xy
like′ x y

string︷︸︸︷
likes :=︸ ︷︷ ︸

string
type

descriptor

category︷ ︸︸ ︷
syntactic type︷ ︸︸ ︷

(S fin,3s︸ ︷︷ ︸
features

\NP3s)/NP :

interpretation︷ ︸︸ ︷
λxλy.︸ ︷︷ ︸

correspondence

like′ (e,(e, t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
semantic type

xy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
predicate-argument

structure
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I read the book

I read the book

NP: i′ (S\NP)/NP:λxλy.read′xy NP/N: the′ N:book′
>

NP: the′book′
>

S\NP:λy.read′(the′book′)y
<

S:read′(the′book′)i′

read′
the′ book′

i′
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Violation of single-headness is predicted:

persuade every friend of to vote for

(S\NP)/VP/NP VP/NP
> S

(S\NP)/NP

Schönfinkel’s (1920/1924) S
de f
= λ f λgλx. f x(gx)

Spefo′tvf ′ = λx.pefo′x(tvf ′x)

(X/Y)/Z Y/Z → X/Z
f g

Steedman (2000) predicts BTS system to capture all NL dependency and
constituency.
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He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for.He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for.

He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for. ??

He    is   the man    I will persuade   every friend of   to vote for.

He    is the man    I will persuade   every      friend of   to vote for.
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Violation of projectivity and planarity is predicted:

omdat ik Cecilia de nijlpaarden zag voeren
because I Cecilia the hippopotamuses saw feed

NP1 NP2 NP3 ((S\NP1)\NP2)/VP VP\NP3
> B×

((S\NP1)\NP2)\NP3
<

(S\NP1)\NP2
<

S\NP1
<

S

‘..because I saw Cecilia feed the hippopotamuses.’

X/Y Y\Z → X\Z (> B×)

Curry and Feys’s (1958) B
de f
= λ f λgλx. f (gx)
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Vijay-Shanker and Weir (1993) proved that CCG is

polynomially parsable

efficiently parsable.

Clark and Curran (2007); Hockenmaier and Steedman (2007) show wide-
coverage parsing using CCG.
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Conclusion

Dependency grammars and CCG are closely related.

Both assume that dependency arises from surface structure.

Surface structure (constituency) can be predicted by combinators.

Crossing and multi-headed dependencies are hard to compute in DG.

Dependency structures are much easier to annotate.

(labels are prone to errors)

They are translatable to CCG categories.
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